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The Rapture Exposed 2007-03-30
the idea of the rapture the return of christ to rescue and deliver christians off the earth is an
extremely popular interpretation of the bible s book of revelation and a jumping off point for the best
selling left behind series of books this interpretation based on a psychology of fear and destruction
guides the daily acts of thousands if not millions of people worldwide in the rapture exposed barbara
rossing argues that this script for the world s future is nothing more than a disingenuous distortion of
the bible the truth rossing argues is that revelation offers a vision of god s healing love for the world
the rapture exposed reclaims christianity from fundamentalists destructive reading of the biblical
story and back into god s beloved community

Why I Believe in a Pre-Tribulation Rapture 2018-02-21
are you confused about end time events are you concerned about what the future holds are you
tired of ministries that use bible prophecy as a money making scheme instead of simply proclaiming
the truth of god s word if you could purchase just one book that has never missed on predicting a
future event would you buy it approximately 30 of the bible is unfulfilled prophecy future events that
are going to come to pass just as they are predicted every single prophecy about the first coming of
the lord jesus christ was fulfilled literally therefore why do we doubt that the prophecies concerning
his second coming will also be fulfilled literally in this non copyrighted book you have twelve riveting
chapters quoting hundreds of bible verses about the soon rapture of the church age saints and the
tribulation events that follow on the earth the contents of this book involved over a decade of
research along with much prayer for the leadership of the holy spirit one particular author or teacher
was not blindly followed when writing this book but everything was weighed with the holy scriptures



and this book even goes against the main stream interpretation at times it is said that the lord jesus
christ literally fulfilled 108 specific prophecies with his first coming over 2000 years ago the chances
of just one man fulfilling only eight of these prophecies is astronomical one in ten to the 21st power
the bible is the future already written but most people dismiss it or use allegory symbolism to
explain away its clear teachings if you want to learn more about the truth of the rapture and related
future events i encourage you to purchase this book it is a quick read at exactly 110 full length
pages in the paperback version but has much scripture and links that provide a treasure chest of
information wealth it will motivate you to read the bible for yourself and have confidence in thus
saith the lord see the short excerpt below revelation allows the careful student to take prophecies
from both the old and new testament and place them on a timeline this timeline is initially
established in the book of daniel with two specific landmarks these landmarks are the beginning of
the 7 year tribulation period as marked by the signing of the 7 year peace treaty between the
antichrist and the nation of israel daniel 9 27 and the breaking of the peace treaty halfway through
the 7 year tribulation period when the antichrist the beast commits the desecration of the temple at
jerusalem in the abomination of desolation daniel 7 25 9 27 11 31 32 12 7 12 10 12 and matthew 24
15 with these two landmarks in mind the book of revelation puts the pieces of the tribulation period
puzzle together for the serious student of prophecy the third landmark is

The Rapture Code 2010-03-03
can there only be one rapture the rapture code part one of an eight book coded series this is the first
book of an eight book coded series concerning christian living i ve been a christian for 34 yrs and for
over 30 of those years i have tried to augment the rapture of the church with additional biblical
evidence i started out all those years ago to accomplish this one task well god has greatly blessed



me in that i found not one code concerning the rapture but a coded series of eight codes total thus
each one relating to the christians walking out their salvation in one aspect or another doctrinally
this first book pertains to the rapture of the church in a pre millennial position that promotes as true
the seven year tribulation the millennial reign of jesus christ here on earth the little season of satan
and then the new heavens and earth what i have uncovered is a deeper answer that gives good
reasons for all three rapture positions which are pre mid and post tribulation being three different
raptures all taking place during this 7 year time period thus there being three separate raptures
instead of just one i see there are three raptures of three different groups of peoples in the
tribulation period instead of the one group of the one rapture of the church in only one of the three
rapture positions offered us namely the rapture positions of pre or mid or post tribulation thus again i
see three different raptures taking place as follows rapture of the church rapture of the two
witnessess rapture of the elect of israel pre tribulation mid tribulation post tribulation israel is always
the key to proper biblical prophecy without israel in existence today as a nation there would be no
final end times israel and the church are separate in the scriptures and so it only makes sense
especially after seeing the evidence that i have accumulated in this book that israel would have it s
own rapture further christians are making the same error of judgment pertaining to christ s rapture
of the church seeing only one rapture that israel made concerning christ s first coming israel
perceived wrongly that there was only one coming of christ which they were sorely mistaken and we
now know that there are two comings of the lord one 2 000 yrs ago and one in the near future but
christians are making the same error in thinking that there is only one rapture of one major group of
people the rapture of the church when in fact there are two raptures of two major groups of peoples
as noted above note the two witnesses are not a group though i feel with some scriptural evidence
that the 144 000 may go up with the witnesses in which the left behind notion will be proved wrong
also i have found a word pattern order exclusive to the kjb that shows forth this order in many ot



verses as well as the nt i have found the threefold pattern of these three raptures in the breastplate
of the high priest in the seven feasts of israel in the books of daniel and revelation in the books of
matthew mark and luke and in many other places in addition these truths will strengthen the eternal
security of any believer finally i have discovered many new study aids for advance studies that only
appear in the kjb which will strengthen the christian for the ongoing battle for the bible the king
james bible in which these study aids can and will be demonstrated throughout this eight book
coded series by which these eight codes are based in acts 3 the codes are there in this chapter four
times in a four times over repeating order perfectly this co

The Greatness of the Rapture 2015-09-03
this book is a series of studies pertaining to the rapture of the church while there may be some
repetition this is done to highlight important features of this biblical doctrine a chapter on signs
miracles and wonders is included for this concerns the manifestation of the antichrist there are also
brief chapters on the day of the lord and the second coming of jesus christ during the day of the lord
woven throughout the book is the teaching of the pre day of the lord rapture of the church

Exit, Volume 1 2012-02
time is short and we need to be reminded of the imminent coming of our redeemer exit volume 1 is
written for today s christian women as well as for those left behind after the rapture jesus is coming
soon for his church and those not taken in the rapture will need hope and solid proof that god can
save them through this horrible judgment the tribulation time will be horrific but anyone who accepts
jesus as their savior now can be redeemed at the rapture and will not live through this tribulation in



preparation for these events exit volume 1 takes a journey through exodus the second book of the
bible as we walk through these twelve chapters of exodus in this first of this three book series we will
see jesus and learn to love god more many examples in exodus parallel our lives today and knowing
the old testament thoroughly can inform our knowledge of the new testament as well experience the
power of our god and ready yourselves for his coming return exit volume 1 is designed to encourage
deeper personal study to prepare for this time

The Rapture: A Pre- or Post-Tribulation Event? 2023-07-27
god tells us not to be deceived about the timing of us being caught up to meet jesus in the air an
event christians refer to as the rapture he would not have said that unless there was going to be an
avalanche of false teaching with regard to the timing of the rapture in the sequence of end time
events diligently studying pertinent scriptures in god s word is the only way one can be free of
deception and be spiritually prepared for the times that may befall us this book helps the reader to
deeply study the word of god to see the truth i ve read a large number of books on the rapture
debate and in my opinion this excellent book is by far the best while reading this book i felt like my
spiritual glasses were being cleaned so i could see the simplicity of the truth of scripture again well
done colleen marvelous five gold stars from me i have read several books about the rapture and end
time prophecy including pre tribulation and mid tribulation and when i come across this book it was
so clear logical and well written based solely on the scripture that i could grasp the subject clearly
and convincingly which has helped me tremendously in making up my mind where to stand on the
subject of the timing of the rapture at the end time really recommended



A Walk Through Revelation 2010-02-11
this is a book about end times and bible prophecy it has chapters on pre tribulation events
judgements and resurrections and the book of daniel it also goes through the whole book of
revelation

Revelations of the Rapture 2017-06-06
on my search for finding the meaning of life i made the most amazing discovery which is what this
book is all about i discovered how to remember who we truly are and how to reconnect to god
creator of all that is the source of all life life is a journey as we travel along the road discovering life
we realize that there is no road map for life just a moment by moment discovery of selfdiscovering
who we are and more excitingly who we want to be or become this book has taken me over ten
years to write since i had a powerful prophetic dream in august 2005 i have been on a personal
journey of discovery and of immense growth since then resulting in all the beliefs that i had since a
young girl to be turned upside down if anybody had told me what i know today ten years ago i would
have argued with them and told them that they were being misled and would have considered it
heresy an age old parable talks about an old beggar who was sitting on a box at the side of the road
when a stranger came walking past the beggar asked the stranger for some spare cash the stranger
replied that he had no money to give him but then asked the beggar what was inside the box that he
was sitting on the beggar replied that it was an old box that he had been sitting on for as long as he
could remember and that he had never looked inside as it was surely empty the stranger
encouraged him to open the box and to look inside which the beggar duly did only to find that the
box was filled with gold all these years this beggar has been begging for money and eating scraps of



food or any morsel that he could find while if he had only looked inside he would have realized that
he was extremely wealthy the first few chapters of this book are written with an extremely religious
tone due to the fact that i was writing from my belief at that time however this is not a religious book
you will notice how my beliefs change as the book unfolds this book has been written from my belief
which i believe god revealed to me through many hours of studying the bible praying and listening to
the still small voice within i had many hours of quiet time with god i am sharing information with you
that i have gathered on my personal journey but what you do with this information is up to you as
you always have a choice

Mystery God 2011-08-23
islamic terrorists earthquakes and tsunamis middle east unrest rampant immorality spiritually dead
churches as the world rocks in turmoil people wonder what s really going on in mystery god author
scott smith unveils mysteries hidden by god in the bible some 3 500 years ago messages intended to
be unlocked by our generation answering our hard questions including these why is this world in
uncontrollable chaos what is really at the center of homosexuality abortion natural disasters and
terrorism why does it seem the end of the world is inevitable amazingly the answers to these
questions are in your hands mystery god is an electrifying read that offers hope in the midst of fear
and confusion it s unlike anything you ve ever read are you ready for the truth are you ready to meet
the mystery god also included in the book the ancient wedding customs and the rapture answers to
christianity s tough questions like heaven hell the trinity and more hidden parallels of christ in the
bible unlock over 50 other mysteries in god s word



Raptured 1975-01-01
the rapture of the church discussed in full with relevant scriptures the various views of when it might
happen are taken up with an even handed debate as to which seems most correct a doctrine not
always understood by the church but one that will affect everyone on earth believer and unbeliever
alike

Eternal Waters 2021-03-06
if life was a giant maze and heaven was the end the bible would be your blueprint of that maze to
guide you through life there is so much to learn from the bible and all types of ways to look at
scripture hopefully i will open your eyes in different ways to the scriptures and show you things not
many preachers and pastors talk about in this ending church age in this short ebook many questions
about god jesus christ and prophecies of the future in the bible will be answered

The Great American Curse 2013-12-07
the book of revelation clearly tells us that someday there would be an end to this world many have
tried to determine this mystery date in our future to no avail but the mystery that the date seekers
and many others failed to notice is this why why is so much more important than when there is no
question about it this world will definitely come to an end but why is it going to end in an ancient
generation of mankind god gave man his law it is called the ten commandments in today s society
these laws are broken every day without much notice to our own ignorance there is always a price to
pay when we disobey but life goes on these laws were put into place to protect us from ourselves



but there is one sin that brought our world to an end that fell through the cracks virtually unnoticed
this great sin has now spread throughout the entire earth christians and unbelievers are all involved
in this sin that has now grown so large that it is actually bringing in the curse of god for the
judgment of this sin that will ultimately end our world as we know it fulfilling the prophecies of the
book of revelation in this day and time knowledge has been much increased so the sin that caused
our world to end would have to be put in place in such a way as to be greatly unnoticed such as an
illusionist or magician in this book that you are about to read you will learn the greatest deception
ever pulled off in the world s history and at a cost so great that it will cause the end of our world as
we know it the time for this judgment has already began as early as 2007 the count down clock for
the end of the world events began to tick off the holy bible was given to mankind directly from god
to tell us how life began and why our world ended

The Rapture: From the Ground Up 2014-04
the pre tribulational rapture theory of the end times is the most prevalent and well known end time
scenario of the bible it is well entrenched and established in most fundamental churches the pre
tribulational rapture has been popularized by the left behind book and movie series however
consider the following what if the blessed hope was not a promise of the rapture what if the wrath
the church was not appointed to had nothing to do with the tribulation what if the rapture is not and
cannot be an imminent event what if the antichrist will not and cannot rule over the entire world
what if the church is not missing during any portion of the book of revelation what if the falling away
in 2 thessalonians 2 3 is only a reference to the end time apostasy of the church predicted by jesus
what if only unbelievers enter into the millennial kingdom what if enoch is no more a representation
of a pre tribulational rapture than elijah is a representation of a post tribulational rapture what if the



time at which both the rapture and the second coming will occur is unknown what if jesus paul and
daniel presented the exact same end time scenario what if a literal interpretation of scripture reveals
a post tribulational rapture in a detailed and thorough analysis of scripture the rapture from the
ground up explores these and many more questions related to the end time events surrounding the
rapture in a step by step approach this eschatological study is unsurpassed in detail for the
knowledgeable bible student and yet remains basic simple and straightforward for the novice using a
literal interpretation of scripture the post tribulational rapture is the undeniable result of such a
diligent and literal study of god s word

Time Before the Rapture 2022-07
allow me the opportunity to tell you about this book this book is divided into eight chapters each
chapter stands on its own except for one major commonality each chapter is about life on earth
sometime before the rapture of the church all real christians will disappear at that time the author is
not predicting the time of the rapture but can say or write that it is on its way however i have known
people to not use common sense and not prepare themselves for the long haul it may take place
before i can finish writing this sentence or a hundred years from now or who knows all true christians
need to be about the master s business i am not going to go over every chapter but briefly write
about the first chapter all chapters start with the notion that the year is 2081 this date was chosen
as a warning to people who are depending on the rapture taking place in a year or less and are not
prepared for the so called long haul remember that tomorrow you could die the first chapter starts
off about the preacher of a floating church on the pierre part bayou in the state of louisiana
preparing to preach a sermon the congregation is overwhelmed at slapping mosquitoes that are
biting them the older sisters are determined to control the young people making much racket a



pause in the church service takes place and the story wanders back in time centered around a man
named martin lafront martin was a monster of a man standing at 7 7 and weighing over six hundred
pounds the rest of the chapter is about this human giant in mortal battle with the largest bear in that
part of the country in three or four centuries they rightly named him old killer bear

The Teaching of Secret Rapture Is a Hoax 2021-12-15
this book will present the truth about the second coming of jesus and will also expose the lie about
the secret rapture teaching when you fully have a good understanding of the return of jesus you
then will not be fooled again by such twisted teaching called the secret rapture another false
expression is left behind

Rapture Redux 2007-08
rapture redux living with hope and purpose in the last days is a life changing book that takes on one
of the most misunderstood and controversial issues of our day the pre tribulation rapture of the
church while many interpret the rapture as a negativistic gloom and doom event rapture redux finds
it otherwise in fact the rapture is the most joyous most blessed time in church history filled with
hope inspiration life application side notes and a passion for god s truth in prophecy rapture redux
does not disappoint order a copy of rapture redux today and see what everyone s talking about



Exposing the Fallacies of the Pre-Tribulation Rapture
2014-06-18
the pretribulation rapture theory has had a foothold on many christians in america for over a
hundred years this teaching is not allowed to be challenged in many christian circles exposing the
fallacies of the pretribulation rapture takes the building blocks of this theory and dismantles them
one by one in a serious thought provoking analogy of this doctrine is the seven year tribulation really
a biblical term is the church literally raptured in revelation chapter 4 are there signs that precede the
return of christ is the rapture really an invisible event are christians exempt from tribulation where
did the true roots of the pretribulation rapture come from what does the day of the lord have to do
with the rapture these questions and many more are answered in exposing the fallacies of the pre
tribulation rapture not only is there a thorough examination of the rapture but also a detailed
account is given of the numerous discrepancies among leading pretribulation teachers over bible
passages on the second coming billy broadwater s in depth bible based research for over twenty
years brings home the truth about the rapture

The Year of the Rapture 2009-09
the year of the rapture a trilogy of fantasy fiction and fact is unique the fantasy section of the year of
the rapture begins as the author takes an imaginary journey into heaven via a dream as a boy of
eight while there he morphs into an adult and finds himself viewing a strange scene on earth though
curiosity and creativity are rampant throughout the integrity of the scripture is maintained
compelling the fiction portion of the year of the rapture reveals a town full of young adults headies



seeking a secular experience to satisfy their search for reality their reverie is hijacked by a few
christians whose reality wins the story builds and explodes with three shocking events that lead to a
dynamic conclusion leaving the reader astonished and incredulous insightful fact the future is now is
a popular twenty first century phrase and could be a biblical reality anytime perhaps today is
another statement regarding the imminent return of the lord jesus being ready for that occasion is
urged by god in scripture therefore regarding the rapture a constant now is presented in the bible
and by the author dave allan has had an inveterate career of ministry experience his credentials as a
director includes three organizations seven youth enterprises multiple church ministries numerous
missionary junkets abroad and two christian college positions he is a speaker author strategist
instigator organizer and practical biblicist special thanks to val lanade for his imagination creativity
and inspiration his personality is transparent and his enthusiasm is infectious

Rapture Reality Check 2016-12-16
the book is about the pretribulational rapture theory the book is written by a person that at one time
believed the pretribulational rapture theory the author noticed scriptural problems with the
pretribulational rapture theory as time went by the author presents a biblical view of the rapture by
presenting the scriptures on the subject at the end of each chapter the author asks questions about
the scriptures presented in particular the author asks questions about the scriptures that caused him
to reject the pretribulational rapture theory at the end of each chapter there are pages for notes the
reader can write his answers to the questions the questions are designed to make the reader think
about the scriptural basis for his views this is why the title of the book is rapture reality check



S/He Dragon 2015-03-06
patricia lee shares potent shamanic medicine and magic as she inspires us to tap into dreams visions
and the wisdom of the invisible realms she is gifted at speaking the language of the sacred feminine
and masculine through her storytelling and poetry s he dragon tells the deeply personal yet
archetypal journey of her descent into the earth and the darkness and reemergence into the light
patricia s story is one of courage this is a brilliant book sandra ingerman ma author of soul retrieval
and walking in light

Got Questions? 2014-04-24
everyone has questions young children ask why teenagers ask why not adults sometimes lament
what if the god who created us and who loves us has given us the answers to lifes most pressing
questions in his word yet many people have no idea that god has the answers and has made them
available in the bible whether it is a question about where we will spend eternity or how to deal with
the pain of a broken relationship you can be sure it has been asked and answered already on
gotquestions org the source for this book sadly many individuals and ministries who offer advice are
not biblically and theologically solid thats why got questions is crucially neededa resource that
answers questions explicitly from a biblical perspective with solid evangelical theology written in an
easy to understand format and organized in easy to follow sections got questions will help readers
find the answers to the most frequently asked questions regarding spiritual matters the questions
were asked by real people struggling through real life issues who received solid practical answers
from the bible the articles in this volume are compiled from the more than 3 800 frequently asked
questions on our website which are read over 7 million times each month some of the articles have



been translated into 150 languages many books present teaching in a question and answer format
but few have delved into the questions that people are actually asking having received and
answered more than 380 000 questions got questions ministries has a unique understanding of what
questions are truly on peoples minds

Questions about the End Times 2015-06-19
wars and rumors of wars blood moons natural disasters the onslaught of terrorism spreading
heresies the news is filled with reports of such things but which of them are truly signs of the times
according to biblical prophecy god says i make known the end from the beginning from ancient
times what is still to come isaiah 46 10 the one who knows the future has revealed much about it in
his word the bible this book contains one hundred questions concerning the end times answered
from a biblical perspective how can i understand the book of revelation what is israel s role what is
the rapture should i be worried about 666 are we living in the end times we don t have all the details
of what will happen but this book will point you consistently to the bible for answers the student of
scripture should have an advantage when it comes to prophecy you brothers and sisters are not in
darkness so that this day should surprise you like a thief 1 thessalonians 5 4 eschatology is a
fascinating and beneficial study following current events is sometimes like watching pieces of a
puzzle fall into place we know god s purposes will stand and what he has decreed will come to pass

Rapture Now? 2013-07-09
the belief that the pre tribulation rapture can take place at any moment is a modern idea none of the
early church fathers wrote about imminence and most of them were post tribulationists you will see



in chapter one that there are some well known prophecy teachers of today who do not believe the
rapture has always been imminent since pentecost most of them believed it became imminent after
the re establishment of the nation of israel in 1948 in chapter two the truth about imminence is
explained that specific prophecies warning signs must be fulfilled before the rapture can take place
those prophecies are detailed in chapter 5 the scriptures also teach that there is no gap between the
rapture and the start of the tribulation chapter3 in fact the bible clearly states those two events will
take place on the same day take a close look at chapter 4 seven church periods if you believe the
seven churches are symbolic of seven periods of church history it means the rapture could not be an
imminent event until the start of the age of philadelphia the key to understanding bible prophecy is
not to trust one or more prophecy teachers that you like or you think know what they are talking
about the key is to study the bible for yourself to see if certain concepts such as imminence are
biblical this book is designed to help you study eschatology so you can decide for yourself whether
or not the rapture is an imminent event or if specific prophecies warning signs must be fulfilled
beforehand in chapter 5 the 16 major prophecies warning signs are listed that have yet to be fulfilled
study these warning signs and then watch as they are fulfilled also share them with family friends
and strangers so other believers and your unsaved friends can know how close we are getting to the
start of the tribulation and the rapture as these warning signs are fulfilled it will give you a perfect
opening to share the gospel with those you love and care about as well as with strangers learn how
to share the gospel and then give those in your sphere of influence the good news

Can We Still Believe in the Rapture? 2018-01-02
christian fiction or biblical fact today the hope that all believers on earth will be caught up to heaven
is being challenged in new waves of criticism is the rapture really taught in the bible can we really



expect jesus to gather up his followers before the antichrist is revealed in this well reasoned and
thorough defense prophecy authors mark hitchcock and ed hindson examine the concept context
and consequences of the important and long expected event known as the rapture discover the
answers to such questions as what is the rapture and is there any historical precedent for it why do
some believers object to the idea of a rapture does the timing of the rapture really make a difference
as you explore what scripture says about the end times you ll get a grander glimpse of your glorious
future and the deepest hope of every follower of jesus

The Rapture, the Tribulation, and the Second Coming of
Christ 2015-06-25
this book will attempt to discuss and to defend perhaps the most difficult and the most challenging
parts of the scriptures by looking at the rapture of the church at the great tribulation and at the
second coming of christ those are items of interest to almost every person alive but there are also
probably just as many viewpoints about those events as there are people alive thus this book will
begin at the beginning by suggesting that the literal approach for interpreting those future events is
probably superior to trying to interpret them figuratively the position of this text is that they will
literally happen at some point in the future therefore everything about them in this text will be
presented based upon that standpoint so after the first chapter which will present the rationale for
interpreting the end time events literally chapter two will express five arguments and provide
multiple scriptural passages that seem to support a literal rapture of the church in fact it will even be
shown during the discussion of revelation 19 11 16 and i thessalonians 4 13 18 that a literal rapture
is consistent with jewish culture and with the seven day marriage feast for newlyweds in that chapter
it will also be shown from the seventy week prophecy in daniel 9 24 27 why the expected duration of



the great tribulation will probably be seven years then in chapter three some of the details of the
rapture will be discussed for one thing that is probably when the saints of god will stand before the
judgment seat of christ and receive their rewards in chapter four while the events of chapter three
will be happening it will be presented that the great tribulation will also probably be beginning in the
earth then during the next five chapters of this text the major events of the great tribulation will be
discussed by looking at the seven seal judgments the seven trumpet judgments the events that will
be concurrent with the trumpet judgments the seven vial judgments and the events what will be
concurrent with the vial judgments as will be seen throughout those chapters many things will be
happening in the earth during that presumed seven year period the antichrist will be revealed
several seemingly natural disasters will occur some demonic creatures will be unleashed upon those
human beings that will be trying to live and to survive through the great tribulation the one hundred
and forty four thousand jewish messengers will be revealed and will have their ministry the two
witnesses will have their ministry then halfway through the antichrist will suddenly change and force
people either to get the mark of the beast or probably to starve to death in the final chapter the lord
will come to the earth for a second time on that occasion he will overthrow the devil once and for all
but it will not be a difficult task because he is omnipotent he will easily get satan out of the way so
that he can begin his literal earthly one thousand year reign after that will be the white throne
judgment to deal with the satanic trinity with the demons of satan s army and with all of those
people that will not have come to the lord by faith in the right spirit and with the right attitude in this
life thus the goal of this book is not simply to guess about what the future might hold about this
existence the first real goal is to tell every person about the importance of coming to christ by faith
to be saved while that window of opportunity is still open the second goal is to exalt the lord and to
give honor and glory to him



Revelation(s) for the Rapture-Ready 2021-04-27
for the inquiring reader who senses that the catching up of the church is imminent i guarantee that
this book will challenge many of the conventional constructs on the subject written in an easy
layman like and personable format you will not be encumbered with deep theological terminology
and extra biblical references used by many you will be asked to go with me as i dismantle what
people have made complicated by restoring a basic truth that the books of genesis and revelation
are indeed bookends and one must grasp the one without letting go of the other in order to come
forth with both of them my hope is that my presentation will advance and affirm the love and
commitment that god has for his chosen people the jews his adopted people the gentiles and the
whole world that he sent his son to redeem

The Rapture Examined, Explained and Exposed 2007-09-01
the timing of the rapture does matter the christian arguments over pre tribulation rapture post
tribulation rapture et al must end god s word is clear on the subject but sectarianism has distorted
truth to the point of confusing believers instead of informing them concerning the coming of the lord
this work on the rapture is the most important the reader will ever encounter as it emphatically
proves the timing and nature of the coming of christ it promises to blow away all pre conceived and
steadfast positions of those adhering to age old traditions concerning when the rapture occurs the
book is easily readable as it is written to the laity yet it is studious as well it will serve well as a text
for teaching the coming of the lord as it evenly compares both post tribulation and pre tribulation
rapture positions the chapters jesus comes with clouds and the harvest alone is well worth the price
of the book the book promises to teach the reader more about the rapture than one has ever learned



before warren larry pharr has over fifty years of diligent study of the prophetic word of god he has
ministered and taught the scriptures from the time he was converted at age sixteen and is regarded
of his peers to be extremely knowledgeable in the prophetic word being a stanch conservative
concerning prophecy he refuses to exercise speculation and date setting concerning the scriptures
and cringes at the wild and fantastic statements of modern ministers concerning last day events his
original book i will come again is the more comprehensive study of the rapture than this present one
but this work approaches the rapture question from angles seldom if ever considered by bible
scholars

Rapture 2012-06-21
the sky is dark with wings and time is running out for luce and daniel in order to stop lucifer from
erasing the past they must find the place where the fall began only luce can break the curse and it is
her choice alone that will decide all of their fates but as dark forces gather great sacrifices will have
to be made in this final epic struggle in the fight for luce and for love who will win the astonishing
climax to the fallen series heaven can t wait any longer

The Popular Handbook on the Rapture 2012-05-01
why is there so much confusion about how and when the rapture will take place what does the bible
say for certain about this event when will the tribulation occur and who will face it there is a lot of
discussion among christians about the rapture and the last days why all the different views and how
do those perspectives line up with scripture tim lahaye and thomas ice have assembled a team of
longtime bible prophecy experts who look carefully to god s word for the answers in this book



readers will discover what they can know for certain and as they consider the things that still remain
uncertain they will gain a renewed trust that god knows what he is doing his plan is perfect and it will
unfold in his timing an easy to understand resource that provides much needed clarification about
the end times

Rapture Ready 2016-07-27
discover what the bible really says about the rapture the bible is the only book known to be 100
accurate in prophecy because men of god spake as they were moved by the holy ghost 2pet 1 21
rapture ready will give you enough information to form a godly opinion about the rapture you can
have hope for the rapture instead of fear of the tribulation the rapture is more than just an escape
from the earth discover through the chapter on why the rapture that god does not do anything
without a reason rapture ready reveals how through the word of god you may adorn yourself and
prepare for what is to come you will have justification to stand on the word with pillar faith and hope
of the coming of the lord by using these principles and precepts you will answer these questions is
all of the church going in the rapture what is the rapture where will you spend eternity how close is
the rapture why must the rapture take place how is the rapture to take place what must you do to
prepare its time to get right or get left

Treatise on the Love of God 2015-04-16
treatise on the love of god saint francis de sales a catholic classic includes over 600 active linked
endnotes includes an active index table of contents and layered ncx navigation includes illustrations
by gustave dore publisher available in paperback isbn 13 978 1 78379 449 2 this treatise which i



now present you may be in some way serviceable to you and that in it you will meet with many
wholesome considerations which you would not elsewhere so easily find we all look towards the
glory of holy love my intention is only to represent simply and naively without art still more without
false colors the history of the birth progress decay operations properties advantages and excellences
of divine love publisher catholic way publishing

Exit: Exodus Chapters 1-12 2016-02-01
time is short and we need to be reminded of the imminent coming of our redeemer exit volume 1 is
written for today s christian women as well as for those left behind after the rapture jesus is coming
soon for his church and those not taken in the rapture will need hope and solid proof that god can
save them through this horrible judgment the tribulation time will be horrific but anyone who accepts
jesus as their savior now can be redeemed at the rapture and will not live through this tribulation in
preparation for these events exit volume 1 takes a journey through exodus the second book of the
bible as we walk through these twelve chapters of exodus in this first of this three book series we will
see jesus and learn to love god more many examples in exodus parallel our lives today and knowing
the old testament thoroughly can inform our knowledge of the new testament as well experience the
power of our god and ready yourselves for his coming return exit volume 1 is designed to encourage
deeper personal study to prepare for this time

A Walk Through Bible Prophecy 2010-02-11
a walk through bible prophecy is a detailed look at the end times you will learn what the bible says
about the antichrist the world governments and how they apply to the end of history



Rapture and Revelation 2009-10
this book is not written for christians alone but is written for anyone who desires to know the near
future study helps and materials are listed along with instructions which will give any one the means
to understand even the most difficult scriptures in the bible which is the most accurate of any book
on end time events with many books on the subject none are as telling and straight forward as
rapture and revelation while there are many fears concerning the end times author r g brock
embarks on the task to unravel the mysteries of the rapture and revelation while attending rhema
bible training center in broken arrow oklahoma r g brock had the privilege of being taught by well
known author and teacher brother kenneth hagin sr who has since went home to be with jesus after
being inspired by one of hagin s lectures brock obeyed his strong urge to write a book on the end
times this heart gripping treatise will guide you into the truth as you uncover the mystery of the end
of times this book is written to give you a clear incite into the end of this age the end begins with
peace when a worldwide 7 year peace agreement is signed in the next few years which will be
backed by a one world government run by the united nations then in the middle of the 7 year period
the peace agreement will be broken and all hell literally breaks loose which leads to a time of trouble
such as never has been or ever will be again during this time of the last 3 1 2 years which is called
great tribulation most of the people on the earth will die however if you are a christian you will not
go through this terrible time you will find this book is the most in depth study on what is called the
rapture which is the catching away of the christians to not go through great tribulation and you will
find that it is by far the most in depth study of the revelation which shows what will happen during
this time of great trouble



The Rapture Part I 2020-03-24
the end of times is a topic that always attracts the attention of the lord s congregation since the
beginning because in the last days the believers will be raised into the clouds to meet the lord
however lord jesus also stated that in the last days there will be a severe persecution that is why
they need to prepare themselves to face this severe persecution in this first part of the book the
authors present very basic things that should be known by christians namely things relating to the
end times which include signs and marks 666 which must not be accepted by christians this section
explains the link between biochip and 666 and the reasons and verses that explain why god s
children may not accept chip666 what are the consequences for a child of god who receives chip666
and what is the fate of a child of god who refuses to accept it the importance of knowing the last
world ruler because from this kingdom will emerge ten kings and antichrists there are four main end
times figures namely satan ten kings antichrist and false prophets the bible clearly explains these
four figures so we can interpret these figures today rapture what and when the rapture will occur
after the time of tribulation but before the vials of god s wrath this means that god s children will
experience persecution the difference between the tribulation period and god s wrath period
tribulation period when it starts and ends the events that occurred related to the opening of each
seal of the seven seals in the book of revelation emergence and duties of two witnesses of god when
the appearance of two witnesses of god and what are their duties christian preparations and
attitudes in the end times because at the end times all of god s children will experience persecution
so much preparation must be done where the preparation is not only related to the physical but
primarily spiritual preparation that requires time and sincerity in addition at the end of this book the
estimated the book of revelation in a new structure is included many christians have difficulty
understanding the contents of the book of revelation this happened for one thing because the



contents and events in the book of revelation were not sequential from beginning to end there are
several events that were repeated in other sections because the apostle john wrote the book of
revelation from two visions where some of the two visions are related to the same things if all the
same events are put together so that the contents of the book of revelation are sequential in time
from beginning to end then the book of revelation becomes easy to understand and even the
meaning of the seven seals is easier to understand without needing to be interpreted because the
meaning of the first to the third seal is found in another chapter of the book of revelation

The Forms of Discourse with an Introductory Chapter on
Style 1896
read the detailed precise frame of reference of where this generation stands on god s prophetic
timeline discover how each chapter points specifically to what the strange troubling things
happening in a world seemingly gone insane with unstoppable violence means for the immediate
future and beyond reflect on the very word of god the bible in pointing to the only hope the reader
and those he or she loves has for escaping god s righteous judgment that is about to fall on a
rebellious world rapture ready or not is for this generation of readers who are confused and look
upon a world that seems to have destroyed opportunity for a bright abundant future the rapture is
about to catastrophically strike an unsuspecting world of both unbelievers and believers jesus christ
is the shelter from the coming tribulation storm of god s wrath and judgment



Rapture Ready...Or Not? 2016-06-01
the rapture is a controversial subject among believers in jesus christ the timing of the rapture is the
aspect that produces great fervor in virtually every believer who cares about the rapture study this
book carefully with your bible in hand and learn what the rapture signs are and then watch as they
are fulfilled study chapter one carefully to learn what those signs are do not neglect your daily study
of the bible from genesis 1 1 to revelation 22 21 study the whole counsel of god not just prophecy if
you have been bitten by the rapture fever bug study this book until you are cured of it it is a deadly
spiritual disease that can limit your spiritual growth and your usefulness to the lord if you are not
cured of that dreaded disease after studying this book thoroughly in conjunction with the bible stop
studying bible prophecy turn your attention to discipleship instead find someone who can disciple
you and then disciple others at least in this way you can be of some use to the lord if you insist on
studying bible prophecy after studying this book and you have not been cured of the deadly rapture
fever study my book rapture now i explain in greater detail why the doctrine of imminence is not
biblical and why the rapture cannot take place at any moment keep in mind as you read chapter two
that the founders of the three major cults in america built their cults on the foundation of making
false prophecies those cult founders will have led 80 million plus people into hell by the time of the
second coming no religion founded on false prophecies and revelations from angels can be of god
making false prophecies leads to spiritual death also remember that many protestant preachers
cited in chapter three have also made numerous false predictions concerning the rapture and second
coming their false predictions have caused millions of christians to abandon their faith there is no
way of knowing the full damage that has been done to the church because of their false predictions



Rapture Fever Cured 2013-07-09
a key factor in comprehending the prophetic landscape of the end times is to recognize the specific
prominent nations that will be involved in the scriptures these nations are depicted in allegorical
form and for literally thousands of years students of the word of god have labored to discern the
identity and meaning of the four beasts daniel 7 the elements of nebuchadnezzar s image daniel 2
and the seven heads of the dragon revelation 17 many speculations and interpretations continue to
be made yet to this day there is still a great amount of uncertainty regarding these prophecies the
time of the end i provided the scriptural foundation for a 10 ½ year timeline of the last days and like
the border pieces of a puzzle this new perspective has provided new insight into the broader picture
of prophecy the time of the end ii sheds light upon and unlocks the concealed identifications of the
lion the bear and the leopard daniel 7 the feet and toes of nebuchadnezzar s image daniel 2 the
seven heads of the dragon and how those nations relate to the four horns zechariah 1 the four
carpenters zechariah 1 the four horsemen of the apocalypse revelation 6 and the movements
throughout history of mystery babylon revelation 17 like its predecessor the time of the end ii
confidently rearranges some of the more popular and accepted puzzle pieces of prophecy and
emerges with a notably different picture one that is far more consistent with a literal interpretation
of the scriptures

The Time of the End II: The 7 Heads of the Dragon and the
Nation-Beasts of the Last Days 2022-09-01
what would this headline mean we ve missed the rapture absolutely not in light of the rampant evil



permeating so much of our world few would deny that daniel s seventieth week appears to be rapidly
approaching even so we are secure in god s promise that we will be taken to heaven prior to his end
time judgments but do the lord s judgments begin with the peace treaty surprisingly no the bible
does not tell us when we will be raptured but it does tell us what must happen prior to that glorious
event there are no hidden secrets to understanding end times prophecy it is astounding how clear
the scriptures are if you have been taught the pretrib rapture position a second look is in order walk
with mike through old and new testament passages that shed light on the timing of the rapture and
its relationship to the seven sealed scroll of revelation

RAPTURE of the CHURCH 2013-11-07
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